SUSO
DEMO Lesson
International Courses
Tuesday nights at Shape Up is my favorite training night, its international course night from 69:30pm. We have 16 dog and handlers plus Jessica and myself training in a very high energy
and exciting environment, this is to mirror the environment at the most competitive agility
events. We start with a dynamic warm up for the handlers, led by one of my students,
followed by a course build and a 5 minute walk through. We randomly draw the running order
and ask that everyone runs in "competition mode" no training in the ring, just one shot. It is a
good opportunity to run under pressure and practice pushing yourself to run hard and not play
it safe. Before building the next course everyone has the opportunity to fix or reward one
thing on course, the rest is homework. We repeat this for 3 different courses that I create
based on different international judges. Sometimes we run jumpers, sometimes, agility, as
you can see I try to nest a few things to make course changes quick. Here are the 3 courses
we will be running next week. Jessica and I will be posting video of our dogs running the
Tuesday night courses in the classroom so you can see our handling choices.

International Course 1:
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SUSO
DEMO Lesson
International Course 2:

International Course 3:
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SUSO
DEMO Lesson
Skill Proofing
Thursdays are all about skills! I run 4 drop in classes throughout the day, each 90 minutes
where up to 9 students work through multiple drills to push our skills to the limits and continue
to build more value and stronger understanding. We start each week with a back to basics
skill review, putting value into a one jump or flatwork exercise, then we increase the level of
difficulty to really challenge the dogs understanding. After that we break into station work that
includes short drills to test and reinforce different skills. The environment is fast paced and
most stations are timed at 1 or 2 minutes so the dogs on and off the floor many times
throughout the class. In these classes we have dogs working at all different levels, the drills
are meant to be able to flexible, lots of ways to break things down or make things more
challenging for the most advanced dogs. Jessica and Lux take a working spot in one of the
four classes and teach another so I can work Never in a different class. Between the two of
us we will aim to provide video of our pups working through the skill stations, showing each
exercise, our errors and how we work to build stronger understanding. The skills and drills
change each week but include everything from handling skills to weave proofing, distance
work etc.

Warm Up Skills:
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SUSO
DEMO Lesson
Throw Back Drills:

Layering Lead Out Skills:
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SUSO
DEMO Lesson
Broad Jump Sequences:
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SUSO
DEMO Lesson
Weekly Set Up
Also provided in these lessons will be the weekly set up we use here in Edmonton. We keep
each set up on the floor for 2 weeks which gives everyone lots of opportunity to come and
train any homework. Along with the weekly set up, I provide my local students with 3 extra
course numberings in case they need some training inspiration. These courses are all built
on the same set up so there is no course building and lots of different challenges to work
through.

CRCD:
Begin Course Designer
Version 4
For a free viewer, go to www.coursedesigner.com/viewer
AAAAAAF0eNpjEWdhYGGQZ4ACRi6f6HRWRSb5P8xsFboG0jDxDwzCTKyMYMDMyMAFVsrMzMCky8AgH8II5N3jXcW8geUDA5C9gYVRvoi
RIYfBQCuHg+cDSK08CyNDGkO80G/OB4wVYJ4AQ57MBXYYL5qhTJBNFMbTZShUucAG46Uz5HO/54PxehjC2Wy4wDygvVf+X5AWE+FgB9
r74f9rNiZmgyevXi9kPvBfhDnsP0iBKkMOr6pEAucHBua3/w2Yn///x/T8vyIzE/OUT7efW7Ja/NvFmPMXZK4vww5NDjGYLfMYNFgPMMN4+/4zstk
KwXgZDJcFT0D8sYWBYdl/Y+n5zIwgiUCGSNZqiBEpDMBAdZbaLLCA9QGj/C8GBp//GQr2EgtYGeX/MssDAObxWAY=
End Course Designer
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SUSO
DEMO Lesson
Practice Course 1:

Practice Course 2:
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SUSO
DEMO Lesson
Practice Course 3:

Training Corner
We are often asked how we train and what we train on a week to week basis. Assuming we
are not away travelling, we generally train our older dogs Trix and Summit once a week at
Tuesday night practice, they get to run 3 full courses and that is about it. We might fix any
training issues that came up on those courses, but other than that they do a lot of cross
training and any competitions throughout the year. Our puppies are now 19 months and
usually train 2-3 times a week plus cross training and competitions. They run on Tuesday
nights and in Skills class on Thursdays plus any other drills that need to be videotaped for
online lessons throughout the week. I feel training should be quality over quantity, taking any
issues back to the foundation rather than drilling a lot of course work. I think it’s better to train
in a high and exciting atmosphere to get the most out of the dog and handler. Agility can be
physically hard on the dog and we put a lot of value into cross training and try to limit the
amount of agility as much as possible. Having a fit, strong, sound dog will typically help avoid
a lot of training issues like knocked bars, weave issues, wide turns etc. Our dogs train cardio,
strength and speed work on a regular basis and are maintained by our canine body worker
Diamond Ruman.
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